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Yanfeng Automotive Interiors (YFAI) is
the global leader in automotive interiors.
Yanfeng Automotive Interiors is redefining
how people relax, work and play inside
their vehicle interiors – today and decades
from now.
Headquartered in Shanghai, the company has approximately 110 manufacturing
plants and technical centers in 20 countries and more than 33,000 employees
globally. They design, develop and manufacture automotive interior components
for all automakers.
Established in 2015, Yanfeng Automotive Interiors is a joint venture between
Yanfeng, one of the largest automotive suppliers in China and Adient, the global
leader in automotive seating.
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Question & Answer
Before your evaluation/using AdminStudio, what has been
the challenges for your team? What has been improvement?
We had some issues with application packaging, the
problems we had could be summarized as below:

Secondly, AdminStudio could also save lots of compatibility
testing efforts in our Windows 10 migration process potentially,
and it could provide a compatibility report offering visibility.
What is the most useful feature of AdminStudio?
Application packaging feature;

1. Slow application packaging speed;

Compatibility testing report (We are very interested in this
feature and will re-evaluate this feature in future. At this stage
our priority is to achieve application packaging with efficiency).

2. Low efficiency for application deployment;
3. Require a great deal of time and efforts to support
our employees, because of application deployment
related issues;
4. We did not have a test center to test application standard.
In particular, after some application packaging experience,
we have realized that we need to spend lots of time on how
to achieve silent installation and also how to implement the
customized configuration of applications. For a long time,
we did not have a suitable tool for us to efficiently repackage
our applications.
Secondly, we could not use some applications because they
do not meet certain standards, the installer provided by the
vendor does not support silent installation and customized
configuration, these factors have had negative impact on how
could we standardize our applications used internally, they
also increased our cost to manage these applications.
After your evaluation of AdminStudio, what would be the
improvement?
1. The application packaging speed has significantly
increased;
2. The application packaging quality has significantly
increased;
3. The efficiency for application deployment has been
significantly increased;
4. We could reduce the support required for application
deployment to our internal employee;

Would you recommend AdminStudio to other customers in
they have similar issues experienced by yourself?
Absolutely! In fact we also spent time to look for similar software
in the market. AdminStudio is very professional.
Why would you choose AdminStudio after you tried/
evaluated other products?
AdminStudio is very professional, during my evaluation process,
I have received support and follow up from the vendor.
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5. We could establish a test centre to test application standard
It is challenging to find an engineer who could write script for
application packaging. If we use AdminStudio, then with a
basic engineer we could manage the application packaging
and deployment requirement for the whole company.
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